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Abstract
Network-based algorithms are used in most domains of research and industry
in a wide variety of applications and are of great practical use. In this work, we
demonstrate subnetwork detection based on multi-modal node features using
a new Greedy Decision Forest for better interpretability. The latter will be a
crucial factor in retaining experts and gaining their trust in such algorithms
in the future. To demonstrate a concrete application example, we focus in this
paper on bioinformatics and systems biology with a special focus on biomedicine.
However, our methodological approach is applicable in many other domains as
well. Systems biology serves as a very good example of a field in which statistical
data-driven machine learning enables the analysis of large amounts of multimodal biomedical data. This is important to reach the future goal of precision
medicine, where the complexity of patients is modeled on a system level to best
tailor medical decisions, health practices and therapies to the individual patient.
Our glass-box approach could help to uncover disease-causing network modules
from multi-omics data to better understand diseases such as cancer.
Keywords: Networks, Decision Forest, Feature selection, Multi-Modal,
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Highlights
• We present a novel tree-based subnetwork detection algorithm
• Our approach supports multi-modal node features of arbitrary dimensions
• Moreover, our approach allows for multi-graphs as an input

1. Introduction
Network-based algorithms are utilized in most areas of research and industry.
They find their application in virtually all application areas, from agriculture
to zoology, and from social sciences to bioinformatics and especially systems
biology [1], [2]. Networks are very important to help to solve many problems in
decision making and knowledge discovery [3]. Such networks can represent many
real-world phenomena and are technically described by graphs, which provide
a unifying abstraction by which such real-world networks can be represented,
explored, predicted and discovered [4]. Most importantly, such structures help
to make complex phenomena re-traceable, transparent, interpretable and thus
explainable to human experts. What we need in the future are context-adaptive
methods, i.e. systems that construct contextual explanatory models for classes
of real-world phenomena. This is a goal of so-called explainable AI [5], which
is actually not a new field; rather, the problem of explainability is as old as AI
itself. While the rule-based approaches of early AI were comprehensible ”glass
box” approaches, at least in narrow domains, their weakness lay in dealing with
the uncertainties of the real world [6]. Here Actionable AI may be of help, i.e.
fostering features that build trust by bringing decision-analytic perspectives into
AI [7].
In this work, we focus as example application on systems biology with a
particular emphasis on biomedicine. Recent developments in bioinformatics and
machine learning have made it possible to analyze huge amounts of biomedical
data, paving the way for future precision medicine. A grand goal of precision
medicine is in modeling the complexity of patients to tailor medical decisions,
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health practices and therapies to the individual patient, which calls for efficient computational methods, algorithms and tools to discover knowledge and
to interactively gain insight into the data [8]. Network-based approaches help
uncover disease-causing interactions between genes to better understand diseases such as cancer [9], [10]. For instance, network analyses are performed for
protein-protein co-expression networks as well as for metabolomics data through
metabolomic pathway analyses.
Recent evidence suggests that complex diseases, such as cancer, need to
be studied in a multimodal feature space of different biological entities (multiomics), as diverse components contribute to a single outcome [11], [12]. Multiomics clustering, for instance, is successfully utilized to detect disease subtypes,
that is patient groups with similar molecular characteristics. Recently developed
multi-omics clustering methods include SNF [13], PINSplus [14], and HC-fused
[15].
Another typical goal is to discover a set of disease-causing genes to efficiently
monitor disease progression. These so-called biomarkers are often discovered
from multi-modal omics data sets and here it is important to allow physicians
to interactively intervene, read out corresponding patterns from the data and
adjust their treatment accordingly. Feature selection (FS) algorithms are often
used to detect such patterns. One popular family of FS algorithms is based
on the random forest (RF) classifier. RFs can efficiently handle heterogeneous
data types, don’t need normalization of their values [16], computes feature importances and are therefore particularly suitable for the multimodal case. One
example of a widely used RF-based feature selector is the Boruta algorithm [17].
The heuristic introduced by the authors quantifies the importance of a feature
by the loss of accuracy of classification caused by randomly permuted probes
(shadow features) of the original feature set. Recent work combines the Boruta
algorithm with Shapley values [18]. Another RF-based feature selection algorithm is introduced in [19]. The authors developed a regularized random forest
approach that penalizes the selection of a new feature for splitting a node when
its information gain is similar to the features used in previous splits.
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However, most of these methods treat genes/features independently or do not
account for any dependencies between features. Contrarily, approaches which
do account for dependencies between genes are tailored towards the detection of
network modules with correlated features only (like in co-expression analyses).
They typically utilize community detection algorithms [20] or unsupervised clustering. Disease-causing genes, however, may function in a multivariate manner
without necessarily being correlated.
Most recently, the machine learning community has developed deep learning
techniques which directly can be applied to networks comprising edge and node
features of arbitrary dimensions. Graph neural networks (GNNs) [21], [22] will
certainly have a big impact on systems biology research. A major difficulty
with these approaches is that they are considered black-box models. The decisions they make cannot be traced back precisely, therefore medical doctors
may not trust decisions made by black-box models. To address this shortcoming, first explainable GNN methods are available and are currently under
strong development. Examples include GNNexplainer [23], PGExplainer [24],
and GNN-LRP [25]. GNNExplainer provides local explanations for predictions
of any graph-based model. It can be applied to node classification as well as
graph classification tasks. PGExplainer is a parameterized modification of the
GNNexplainer. In contrast to the GNNexplainer, it provides explanations on
a model level; especially useful for graph classification tasks. The GNN-LRP
approach is derived from higher-order Taylor expansions based on Layer-wise
relevance (LRP). It explains the prediction by extracting paths from the input
to the output of the GNN model that contributes the most to the prediction.
These paths correspond to walks on the input graph. GNN-LRP was developed
for explanations on the node level but was recently modified to also work for
graph classification in a special application set-up [26].
The aforementioned methods may facilitate the discovery of disease-causing
regions within the networks, but not directly can be used for network module selection purposes. Explainers on GNNs usually highlight the importance of edges,
nodes or walks within the network, but they do not rank whole subnetworks by
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their importance. Also, methods for explanations are often black-box models
themselves, and thus may not be trustworthy either. In addition, standard
GNN architectures cannot handle multi-graphs which may hinder the analysis
for incomplete data, which is often the case in the biomedical domain.
At the same time, only a few FS methods are applicable on network structured input data. Some developments in this direction are realized within the
R-packages glmnpath [27] and know-GRRF [28]. Both methods use a regularization term to incorporate network topology into the feature selection process.
The underlying algorithms, however, do not function on the network itself.
Here, we present a greedy decision forest for the selection of network modules. The proposed algorithm directly functions on a network by sampling node
features by a random walk. A set of decision trees are derived from the visited
nodes, forming the decision forest. A greedy process on the selection of decision trees is initiated, and the algorithm converges to a set of subnetworks. In
the following we will use the term ”network module” and ”subnetwork” interchangeable.
The proposed methodology is a glass-box approach [29] and naturally handles multi-modal data with a high degree of interpretability, thereby perfectly
suited for multi-omics types of analyses in the biomedical domain. In principle,
the addressed problem could also be solved by using GNNs and explainable
GNN for subnetwork detection. However, results may not be as interpretable as
the glass-box approach we provide. Moreover, it encourages both the domain
expert and the AI system’s designer to pursue actions for the improvement of
performance and explainability.

2. Proposed approach
The core functionality of our proposed network module detection approach includes a tree building process derived from a network G = (V, E). Each node
v ∈ V comprises node feature vectors f (v) of arbitrary dimensions (see Fig. 1).
To build a single tree we randomly select a node v ∈ V located on the network
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Figure 1: Deriving a Decision Forest from a network with multi-modal node feature vectors.
Displayed is the network at the top and the derived decision forest at the bottom. Each node
of the network comprises m node feature vectors of length n. Each random walk creates a
mtry set of feature vectors from visited nodes, which are then used to build a decision tree.

G. From that node a random walk is initialized. The depth of this random walk
√
is set to #V , which is the squared root of the total number nodes. This value
is frequently used as a rule-of-thumb, and a default in R-packages such as in
ranger [30] and randomForest [31]. It is the so-called mtry parameter to specify
the number of features a decision tree is build from. In our case, features of
visited nodes by the random walk will be in the mtry set. The above procedure
is repeated until ntree decision trees are generated. Figure 1 illustrates this process. A network is shown comprising eight nodes. Each of these nodes has m
node feature vectors of length n, where n is the number of samples and m is the
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number of modalities. Two random walks of depth 4 are highlighted. Each of
these walks forms a Decision Tree (blue and orange nodes). It should be noted,
that the random walk may visit the exact same node multiple times. So is the
case for the first random work. The derived Decision Tree contains two times
the node v1 . The corresponding features are used twice for splitting a tree node
(Fig.1: blue Decision Tree). Node v4 was not captured by the random walks.
From these decision trees we start the proposed greedy algorithm for network
module selection. At each greedy step, ntree decision trees are generated, but
the selection of network nodes and their corresponding features depend on the
outcome of previous iterations. High performing trees remain in the ntree set of
trees while low performing trees and their corresponding nodes are eliminated.
In the following, we will introduce necessary notations and describe the
greedy algorithm in great detail.
2.1. Network module selection using a greedy decision forest
We define a Decision Tree classifier as T (x; Θ, X), where Θ consists of a set
of split rules and X are the variables/features used for splitting. Given an
input vector x, T (x; Θ, X) assigns a given data point to a specific class. An
ensemble of Decision Tree classifier is called Decision Forest (DF). It is defined
as {Tk (x, Θk , Xk ), k = 1, . . . , ntree}, where Xk is a set of randomly selected
features from the input feature space the k-th Decision Tree Tk is based on.
Let us further assume a graph G = (V, E) is specified. The nodes v ∈ V
represent the features in X and the edges (vi , vj ) ∈ E are reflecting any kind
of dependency of these features. This graph for example could be a knowledge
graph, which connects node features which have any kind of domain-specific
relationship. Like in Protein-Protein networks, where functionally interacting
genes are connected.
Here, we propose to restrict the samples Xk to be neighboring nodes within
graph G. This regularization ensures functional related features to be located
on the same Decision Tree. As a consequence, classifications made by this tree
might be more reliable and interpretable for the domain expert, and at the same
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time may also safeguard for overfitting.
Accordingly, the proposed Decision Forest is defined as {Tk (x, Θk , XkG ), k =
1, . . . , ntree}, where XkG is a set of features determined by a random walk on
graph G. Starting from that Decision Forest we execute the proposed greedy
steps for tree-based module selection (see Algorithm 1).
Algorithm 1: Greedy Decision Forest
1

Given a Decision Forest: {Tk (x, Θk , XkG )};

2

Given a graph: G = (V, E);

3
4

k = {1, . . . , ntree}, t = 1;
√
mtryk = #V ;

5

XkG [t = 1] = XkG ;

6

while t ≤ niter do

7

for k ← 1 to ntree do

8

P erf (Tk [t]) = P erf ormance of Tk (x; Θk , XkG );

9

if P erf (Tk [t]) ≤ P erf (Tk [t − 1]) then

10

Tk [t] = Tk [t − 1];

11

XkG [t] = XkG [t − 1];
else

12
13

mtryk [t] − −;

14

XkG [t] = RandomW alk(G|Xk , mtryk [t]);
end

15
16

end

17

Sample ntree trees according to P erf {Tk [t]};

18

t + +;

19

end

For each greedy step t we calculate the performance for all k ∈ {1, . . . , ntree}
Decision Trees (Algorithm 1: line 8). Here, we use ROC-AUC as a performance
estimate, but this could be replaced by any type of performance measure such as
accuracy (in the case of a balanced dataset) or mutual information [32]. In case
the performance of the k-th Decision Tree P erf (Tk [t]) at greedy step t is lower
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than the performance of the Decision Tree from the previous iteration (t − 1),
the suggested Decision Tree and the corresponding node features are dropped.
In case the Decision Tree has better performance, a random walk on a subgraph,
specified by the features in Xk [t] at greedy step t, is initialized (Algorithm 1:
line 14). Note, the depth of this walk is now decreased by one (Algorithm 1:
line 13). Thus, the proposed algorithm aims for a minimal set of tree features
while not suffering sufficient loss of performance. Finally, after updating the
Decision Trees, we sample a new set of ntree Decision Trees according to their
performance values in order to initiate a selective process (Algorithm 1: line
17). The algorithm repeats the aforementioned procedure and terminates after
niter greedy steps. The selected modules are represented by the node features
XkG at iteration t = niter.
The feature space X can naturally be extended to a multi-modal representation. It may simply consist of a set of matrices instead of a single matrix,
representing the samples as rows and the features as columns. Figure 1 indicates this scenario. Each node is represented by a feature matrix. Each column
of this matrix is a feature vector from a different modality, all associated with
the same node. Consequently, the tree building process is free to pick features
from any of these modalities for splitting a tree node, as long it is associated
with the same network node.
Overall, Decision Forests are particularly suited for the multi-modal case,
because DFs are scale invariant. There is no need to normalize data prior to
execution and thus they provide an ideal framework for the analysis of heterogeneous input data. At the same time the Decision Forest is a glass-box approach
making it straightforward to re-trace the contribution of each modality to the
final outcome.
2.2. Network module importance scores
We compute an importance score for each of the selected modules. The proposed
estimate is based on the network module performance P erf (Tk ) at the niter
greedy step, which is the performance of the Decision Tree associated with that
9

specific module. However, the performance P erf (Tk ) of a module does not
depend on the number of features used by the derived Decision Tree. Thereby,
redundant features do not affect the performance in a negative way. Here, we
aim to report on the smallest possible module with maximal performance. Thus,
an additional importance measure is needed to account for the importance of
the actual edges forming the module. Edge importance is calculated as

IM Pe ((vi , vj ) ∈ E)) :=

niter
X ntree
X
t

P erf (Tk ({vi , vj } ∈ XkG )[t]).

(1)

k

The above equation assigns the performance of a module XkG to the edges
(vi , vj ) forming it. This is done for all trees grown during the greedy steps
t. Consequently, we not only account for the performances but also for the
number of times an edge is part of the ntree set. We expect less important
edges to be purified during the selective greedy process.
The normalized edge importance of a module is calculated as
P
G
i,j IM Pe ((vi , vj ) ∈ Xm )
G
IM Pe (Xm ) :=
,
G
#(vi , vj ) ∈ Xm

(2)

where m ∈ {1, . . . , ntree} and (vi , vj ) ∈ E, where i, j ∈ {1, . . . , #V }. The
nominator reflects the cumulative edge importance score within the m-th module
G
, and is normalized by the number of edges forming that module.
Xm

Finally, module importance is calculated as
G
G
IM Pm (Xm
) := IM Pe (Xm
) + P erf (Tm ),

(3)

where P erf (Tm ) is the performance of the m-th DT associated with the module
G
G
Xm
. We utilize the IM Pm to rank the obtained modules Xm
after niter greedy

steps.
2.3. Node feature importance scores
Since our proposed Greedy Decision Forest is a glass-box approach we could
easily retrace from which modality the features were taken to form the selected
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modules. The importance of these features can be calculated by popular treebased importance measures, such as as the Gini impurity index [33]. The Gini
index at tree node vt is

Gini(vt ) =

C
X

t

t

p̂vc (1 − p̂vc ),

(4)

c=1
t

where p̂vc is the proportion of samples belonging to class c at tree node vt .
The Gini information gain obtained by a feature Xi for splitting node vt is the
difference between the Gini impurity at node vt and the weighted average of
impurities at each child node of vt . The Gini information gain is defined as

t
t
Gain(Xi , vt ) = Gini(vt ) − wL Gini(vL
, Xi ) − wR Gini(vR
, Xi ),

(5)

t
t
are the left and right child nodes of vt , respectively, and wL
and vR
where vL

and wR are the proportions of c-class instances assigned to the left and right
child nodes. At each node vt , a set of features (the mtry set), and the feature
with the maximum Gain(Xi , vt ) is used for splitting the node. We calculate
G
as
the importance score of a feature within a detected module Xm

IM Pf (f (vi ∈ V )) =

niter
X
X ntree
t

Gain(f (vi ) ∈ XkG )[t],

(6)

k

and is normalized as
G
IM Pf (f (vi ) ∈ Xm
)
,
(7)
niter · ntree
where f (vi ) refers to a feature vector associated with a network node vi . Similar
G
IM Pf (f (vi ) ∈ Xm
)=

to the calculation of the edge importance IM Pe , we calculate the importance
of a feature by accounting for the number of times it is a member of the ntree
set of modules during the greedy process.
3. Synthetic data sets
We have exercised our approach on synthetic Barabasi networks [34]. Barabasi
networks were developed to reflect real-world biological networks, where subsets
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of nodes (e.g genes) are strongly connected and organized as communities. They
are scale-free networks and are generated using a preferential attachment mechanism. For each simulated network we randomly selected four connected nodes
v1 , v2 , v3 , and v4 , which together with their associated edges form a functional
module. Each node is linked to a feature vector containing binary feature values
of 1000 samples. The feature values of all nodes are uniformly distributed, while
the selected nodes have the following functional relationship

M odule(V, E) := [f (v1 ) ∧ f (v2 )] ⊕ [f (v3 ) ∧ f (v4 )],

(8)

where f (v) is the feature vector associated with node v.
We have generated a Barabasi network comprising #V = 30 nodes with a
power of the preferential attachment of 1.2 using the R-package igraph [35].
The selected nodes of the functional module are v12 , v15 , v16 , and v30 and form
a sub-graph. Figure 1 shows the resulting Barabasi Network and the top-1
module correctly verified by our approach (highlighted in red). The thickness
of the edges reflects the importance of the edges determined by IM Pe .
Furthermore, Table 1 lists the selected modules sorted by their module
importance scores (IM Pm ). Overall, six modules were detected. As can be
seen from Table 1, the first three modules have the same module performance
(P erf (Tm ) = 1). Their associated DTs perform equally well with an accuracy
of AU C = 1. However, these modules differ with regard to their average edge
importance (IM Pe ). Redundant node features 17 (in case of module 2) and
feature 20 (in case of module 3) decrease the average edge importance scores.
If we would judge the detected modules based on their module performance
P erf (Tm ) = 1 only, it may result in top-ranked modules including unimportant
features. On the other hand, if we would exclusively rely on the edge importance IM Pe , we may miss important features. In our example this would lead
module {12, 16, 30} to be ranked second (see Table 1). As a consequence, we
miss relevant node features associated with node v15 . The combination of both,
IM Pe and P erf (Tm ) provides a minimal set of most important node features.
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Figure 2: Simulated Barabasi network. The correctly identfied subnetwork ({v12 , v15 , v16 ,,
v30 }) is highlighted in red. The thickness of the edges is reflected by the IM Pe edge importance values. The performance of the detected module is P erf (Tm ) = 1, and the normalized
edge importance score is IM Pe = 0.67. The overall importance score thus is IM Pm = 1.67.

In a further analysis we studied the effect of the parameter niter on the
performance of our module selection method. We have generated a Barabasi
network comprising 50 nodes and executed the module selection procedure 100
times. For each run the topology of the barabasi network is the same, but we
varied the selected nodes as well as the binary feature vectors. We report on
the coverage, which in our case is the number of times the module of interest is
ranked first. In addition, we report on the number of unique modules detected
after niter greedy steps, and the overall performance of the greedy Decision
Forest classifier. Results are shown in Fig. 3.
The network module to be detected is consistently ranked first (coverage = 1)
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Table 1: Detected modules from the Barabasi network shown in Figure 2.

RANK

MODULES

IM Pe

P erf (Tm )

IM Pm

1

{12, 15, 16, 30}

0.67

1

1.67

2

{12, 15, 16, 17, 30}

0.57

1

1.57

3

{12, 15, 16, 20, 30}

0.56

1

1.56

4

{12, 16, 30}

0.64

0.81

1.45

5

{12, 15, 30}

0.59

0.80

1.39

6

{12, 16, 17, 30}

0.51

0.80

1.31

Figure 3: Single-Modal simulation results on Barabasi networks. We varied the number of
greedy iterations (n.iter) and calculated the number of times the selected module is ranked
first according to our proposed module importance score IM Pm (left panel). Displayed are
the number of unique modules within the n.tree module set after termination of the greedy
process (middle panel). The performance of the greedy Decision Forest classifier is shown in
the right panel. For each run the topology of the Barabasi network, the feature values, and
the selected subnetwork is the same. The simulated Barabasi networks comprise 50 nodes.

after 50 greedy iterations. Also, the performance of the Decision Forest classifier
stabilizes at AU C = 0.9 after 50 greedy runs. The number of unique modules
decreases with the number of iterations and starts to converge at 200 iterations.
We observed that the lower-ranked modules are forming larger graphs which
all include the module ranked first as a sub-graph (similar to what can be seen
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from Table 1).
Each node may include heterogeneous multi-modal features. This typically the
case in integrative multi-omic studies. Possible features may include gene expression levels, micro-RNA, and DNA Methylation data for the same set of
patients. In order to test the general applicability of our approach for these
type of applications we define a multi-modal XOR module on a Barabasi network as follows:

M odule(V, E) := [fa (v1 ) ∧ fb (v2 )] ⊕ [fa (v3 ) ∧ fb (v4 )],

(9)

where f (v) is the feature vector associated with node v, and a refers to the
features of the first modality and b to the second.

Figure 4: Multi-Modal simulation results on Barabasi networks. We varied the number of
greedy iterations (n.iter) and calculated the number of times the selected module is ranked
first according to our proposed module importance score IM Pm (left panel). Displayed are
the number of unique modules within the n.tree module set after termination of the greedy
process (middle panel). The performance of the greedy Decision Forest classifier is shown in
the right panel. For each run the topology of the Barabasi network, the feature values, and
the selected subnetwork is the same. The simulated Barabasi networks comprise of 50 nodes.

Fig. 4 shows the results when the barabasi network structure is the same for all
iterations. The results are very similar to what we have seen from the singlemodal case (Fig. 3). This observation indicates that the proposed algorithm
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Figure 5: Multi-Modal simulation results on variable Barabasi networks.

We varied the

number of greedy iterations (n.iter) and calculated the number of times the selected module is
ranked first according to our proposed module importance score IM Pm (left panel). Displayed
are the number of unique modules within the n.tree module set after termination of the greedy
process (middle panel). The performance of the greedy Decision Forest classifier is shown in
the right panel. For each run the topology of the Barabasi network, the feature values, and
the selected subnetwork varies. The simulated Barabasi networks comprise of 50 nodes.

is fully capable of detecting important sub-networks even when the important
information is distributed across multiple modalities.
In a additional investigation, we varied the topology of the barabasi networks, as well as their corresponding binary node features (Fig. 5). Results
confirm that the proposed Greedy Decision Forest can be efficiently applied to
multi-modal feature inputs. The coverage is comparably high and is 1 starting
with 200 greedy iterations (see Fig. 5). However, both, the AU C performance
values and the number of detected unique modules have a wider distribution
(Fig. 5). We conclude, the performance of our proposed algorithms depends on
the topology of the barabasi networks (see Fig.4 versus Fig. 5).

4. Application to multi-omics pan-cancer data
We showcase the applicability of our approach on a Protein-Protein Interaction Network (PPI) for the detection of disease modules. The PPI network
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was retrieved from the STRING database [36]. We only kept high confidence
interactions (a combined score within the upper 0.95 quantile). We filtered for
relevant cancer genes as specified in [37]. This results in 13,218 relevant genes
and 6,926,452 edges. We enriched each node of the PPI network by multi-modal
genomic features from kidney survival and non-survival patients. Multi-Modal
omic features were extracted from http://linkedomics.org/ [38]. We selected
gene expression (mRNA) and DNA Methylation data for the same set of patients.
We randomly initiated 100 random walks on the PPI network. The depth
of the random walks, capturing the nodes for tree building, was set to an initial
value of 30. Thus, we were interested in disease modules comprising less than
30 genes. The derived Decision Trees we then let evolve over 300 greedy iterations. The resulting DF classifier after termination of the greedy process had
an overall accuracy of AU C = 0.77. A rather low value was expected, because
the detection of network modules causing a death outcome in patient survival
analysis is a hard task. In future applications we will include features from a
wide range of biological entities, including medical data, which we believe will
increase the overall performance.
After termination of the greedy process all detected modules/trees include
about 10-15 genes. The best performing module comprises 11 genes and has
a module accuracy of AU C = 0.75. The corresponding cumulative edge importance IM Pe is 1.59. Thus, according to our proposed module importance
measure IM Pm it is ranked 6th. The top ranked module include the genes SMNDC1, CTNNBL1, CPSF4, POLR2L, LSM6, HNRNPH1, EIF4A3, MAGOHB,
RBM5, HNRNPK, and CSTF2T. It has a module accuracy of AU C = 0.70 and
a cumulative edge importance of 2.18. The detected module is shown in Figure
5. It comprises 52 edges. The importance of the edges is visually reflected by
their thickness. The overall high module edge importance is mainly due to the
edge connections with the HNRNPH1 gene. Its multi-variate interactions with
the CPSF4, POLR2L, and LSM6 genes have by far the highest edge importance scores in that specific module. HNRNPH1 is a multi-functional protein
17

and is involved many mechanisms within the nucleus. It is a known cancer
relevant protein and has been previously reported to influence tumor formation
and growth [39].

Figure 6: Disease module for classification of kidney cancer survival and non-surviavl patients

The gene expression features of the HNRNPH1 and the CPSF4 genes have
the highest importance values, which may further point to a special disease effect
caused by the interaction between these two genes. The highest impurity score
is reported for the CPSF4 gene. An interesting observation can be made for the
LSM6 gene. The methylation of that gene seems to play an important role within
the detected module due to its high importance scores. The corresponding low
gene expression importance scores may indicate that the LSM6 gene provides
some important regulative capabilities within the disease causing module.

5. Discussion
In this work, we have proposed a tree-based network module selection algorithm. It can be applied to the scenario where each node is linked to a specific
feature vector and any kind of dependency between these features are reflected
by the edges of a given network. We have tested our approach on synthetically generated Barabasi Networks. We could show that our approach can be
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naturally applied to the case of multi-modal input features, where each node
comprises feature vectors from multiple modalities. Also, our method can be
applied to multi-graphs, which is an important feature since missing data is a
well known bottleneck within the biomedical domain.
We showcase the applicability of our approach on a protein-protein interaction networks, where each node is enriched by multi-omics features, to detect
disease causing modules. We believe we have developed a useful framework
which may find wide applications in the future, in all areas of research, but
especially within the bio-medical domain. This is because the greedy decision
forest for module selection is a glass-box approach and thereby decisions it
makes, or modules it detects, are traceable by design. Deep Learning methods
on graphs may solve similar tasks in the future, but are black-box models per
design. Explainable AI methods are further needed to uncover the underlying
decision path. In fact, our proposed greedy Decision Forest may act as a baseline for further developments in that field solving similar problems by the deep
learning community.
Also, our methodology might be modified to a explainable GNN method.
Instead of increasing the performance of the DF classifier with regard to a target
vector, our method may be adjusted to converge to the predicted outcomes of
a GNN classifier. The glasss-box greedy DF classifier would serve as a global
explainer for black-box models, while the Decision Trees could provide local
explanations. This is similar to what we have discussed in [12], and will be part
of future work.
However, several technical improvements to the proposed algorithm could
be made. First, the mechanism to explore the network structure can be more
sophisticated. Here, we have adopted a standard random walk algorithm applicable on unweighted networks, as implemented within the R-package igraph.
In future work, we plan to employ a random walk which can be applied also to
weighted graphs. The PPI network retrieved from the STRING database contains information about the certainty about a functional relationship between
two proteins. It is reflected by a ”combined score” value, which may change
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depending on future biological experiments and research findings. Therefore, a
weighted random walk could be utilized to explore paths within the PPI network
using edge specific certainty scores. Second, the niter (number of greedy steps)
is a crucial parameter. We not yet provide a stopping criteria. It is similar to
the problem of choosing the right number of trees within a Random Forest. We
plan to work on a mechanism which monitors convergence during the greedy
runs while improving the sampling strategy to accelerate exploration.
Furthermore, we aim for testing the greedy Decision Forest using other than
the AUC-ROC performance measure [16], or even a combination thereof by
voting. Because of possible complications with the AUC-ROC on unbalanced
data sets [40], we advise to apply our algorithm on balanced data sets, e.g
accommodated by up-sampling.
Finally, the glass-box nature of this algorithm enables actionable explainability; this is not a necessary condition, since there are other methods that aid
actions, like Layer-wise Relevance Propagation [41]. Nevertheless, it is a sufficient one, since it guides the domain expert and the AI system’s designer in a
transparent way towards actively improving the dataset the model, and the explainable method itself. This is going to be a major topic in future experiments
that use this algorithm.

6. Conclusion
We propose a novel approach for selecting network modules from multimodal node feature spaces. Our approach can be applied to a variety of possible
applications where network structured data form the input and the corresponding nodes are associated with multi-modal numerical feature values. Disease
module detection in PPI networks is a typical example of such an application.
This work represents a contribution to the field of explainable AI because our
greedy decision forest is easy to interpret. All decision paths are understandable, explainable and interpretable by a human domain expert and any contribution of features from different modalities can be easily retrieved. In future
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work, we will extend our framework for explicit patient survival analyses, taking into account survival status as well as survival times (e.g. using tree-based
risk prediction models). Furthermore, the analysis of mixed input data will be
supported, whereby both categorical and numerical node features of arbitrary
dimensions can be considered. Furthermore, this method is also applicable in
other domains, e.g. in smart forestry or climate protection, i.e. everywhere
where risk prediction models are needed.
Code availability
We have implemented our approach within the R-package DFNET, freely available on GitHub (https://github.com/pievos101/DFNET). DFNET interfaces
with the R-package ranger, which enables efficient multi-core computation. Networks are internally organized and visualized using the R-package igraph.
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